
 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTE: (SPIN OFF OF THE NY ONES- GABRIELA) 

Age: 29 ish for forever 

YOUNGISH  Middle age Old 

Size: 5’5” Gender:  Female 

Energy:  high -pitched, whiney, Just wants to be a 
star, Loves her sugar daddy Vinney, Sexy 
but with High Energy, annoying, bugging, 
won’t shut up, talks constantly, chatters & 
laughs- giggles 

Appearance:  Blonde bombshell, big boobs, too flashy, 
red lips, too much makeup 

Catch Phrase: “Hiyah Vinny, whatcha doin?” Rayyr , Rayyr 
(nasally roar growl).  Come ova hear Vinny, tell me how you 
ahhhrrre today and what you have in store for me!” 

Mob Girlfriend NY:  Starla 

Attitude/ History/ Background/Relationships:  
Afraid to get old, constantly asking questions, whining, money angle, always auditioning but never a star, gets 
into situations.  Very bombshell, always overly made up.  She grew up in the Bronx on the wrong side of the 
tracks and was raised by her Gramma Mitzy Fitzgerald.  Starla loves to eat crab and loves to wear the big bib 
when she does.  She wear high heeled silver slippers with poofy feathers on top all around the house and sings 
lyrics like Marilyn Monroe type songs, like “I wanna be loved by you, just you and nobody else but you…. Etc”. 
Marilyn is her idol, but she is definitely an odd version wanna be of that.  She is very messy and never gets the 
jokes- jokes and real humor go right over her head.  

Motivation: 
Main motivation, she just wants to be a movie star!  She loves Vinny and would be happy to end up with him 
too, but the mob kind of scares her, but she doesn’t really care too much right now. 

Vocal Dynamics (Phrasing, Pacing, Musicality): 
Pitch:  Low  Normal  HIGH  Falsetto 

Pace:  Slow  MODERATE Fast  Variable 

Rhythm: SMOOTH Plodding Staccato SYNCOPATED 

Tone:  Hoarse  MELODIC Monotone Edgy  Nervous 

Volume: Soft  NORMAL Loud  Booming 

Source/ Placement (Location of the Voice): BEHIND EYES (DE-NASAL) FRONT OF MOUTH 

Mouth Work:  None 
Vocal Quirks:  Elongates many consonants, SIBILANCE 

Dialect/ Accent: NEW YORK   
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